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Abstract  
The main purpose of this thesis was to fill the quality gaps of AB Scandinavian Travel DMC 
website, by redesigning the website with help of ISO 9126 quality general guidelines and goal 
directed design (GDD) guidelines. Thereafter implementing a new website for the company. The 
thesis had a main question attempted to answer through the new website redesign process, How ISO 
quality guidelines can be utilized to fill quality gaps during a website’s redesign process?  
 The ISO 9126 quality standards, gives general guidelines and descriptions to the quality aspects of 
software products but do not specific scope for software quality.   
  
During preforming the project’s phases, requirement specification was developed based on the 
problems the website contained, needs of the project outsourcer and other interests, as well as 
quality requirement which based on ISO 9126 quality standards. Requirement specification was the 
base on designing and on the development process for the new website. The new website 
implementation was based on web content management system technology, specifically Joomla 
CMS.   
  
This project succeeded in achieving its goal, a new website was implemented and all the 
requirement specification was fulfilled. The new website was evaluated by the outsourcer of this 
project at Scandinavian Travel, in addition the new website quality was evaluated by a set of well-
known tools in web development. In this project ISO quality guidelines and the related guidelines in 
the web design literature was used to define the requirement of the project, which helped in 
improving the website’s usability, maintainability, functionality, portability, efficiency and overall 
quality. 
 
Keywords: Web design, website quality, ISO 9126 quality, content management system   
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1. Introduction   
 
In our digital age and the rapid growth in Internet marketing, the website presence have become an 
essential component for business benefits regardless of the size and classification of the business. 
Companies’ necessity for websites presence has increased rapidly during the previous years. Zwas 
(1996) describe the electronic commerce as a business tool that support organizations to share 
information, maintain business relationships and perform business transactions.    
 
The electronic commerce replaces the traditional face-to-face communication between the buyer 
and the seller in a sufficient manners; this provide the buyers the opportunity to find and discover 
information about products, purchase products and for the seller to communicate with the buyer 
(Park & Kim, 2003). The quick growth of electronic commerce globally made the firms within 
Business-to-Business (B2B) markets adoptee Internet and web technologies to facilitate their work 
to gain more costumers and marketing their business (Lee & Pak, 2003). 
 
Websites presence is not necessarily used to sell services and products online, a large collection of 
companies use websites merely as container for business information to inform, notify and 
communicate with the public. Researchers describe benefits of informative business website such 
as, websites establish communication channels for the organizations and make them reachable by 
costumers, business partners, investors and vendors (Kim & Stoel, 2004).  
 
Internet space has an enormous number of websites, which vary in degree of quality. Constructing a 
high quality website is not a straightforward assignment. Web designers, web developers, website 
administrators and website owners ought to collaborate to make sure and validate that the website 
has a high level of quality, this is done to serve the business goals and reach costumer satisfaction. 
Quality measures of website presence has evolved due to the tremendous development of web 
technologies. Website quality assessment has become a necessity for the commercial companies, 
they strive to assess the quality of their websites to be able to comprehend if the website will satisfy 
their visitors (Soyoung & Stoel, 2004).  
 
Although there are several web quality models but the most widely accepted definition is the one 
introduced by international organization for standardization (ISO), ISO 9126 quality standards, this 
generic model is used to measure the software quality in general and is not specified for website 
presence. ISO 9126 quality standards consist of 6 main quality characteristics: portability, 
efficiency, usability, reliability functionality and maintainability. Each one of these main 
characteristics comprises different sub characteristics that describe this quality aspect. Researchers 
have extended ISO 9126 standards to cover other software quality aspects, for instance there is a 
Quint2 quality model, which extends ISO 9126 standards (Botella, et al., 2004). Not long ago ISO 
9126-quality standards were replaced with ISO 25012:11 standards. There was a combination made 
between some quality characteristics and sub characteristics, in addition two new characteristics 
was added to ISO 25012: security and compatibility (Bogazici University of Engineering, 2015). 
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1.1 Background 
 

AB Scandinavian Travel DMC is a travel agency that is established in Gothenburg city in Sweden. 
The company’s major business activities are to organize different kinds of tours and activities in the 
Scandinavian countries. Scandinavian Travel uses business-to-business approach (B2B); the clients 
are foreigner travel agents. AB Scandinavian’s current website is an informative website that 
promote their services and provide communication channels with current and potential customers. 
Scandinavian Travel’s website (see Appendix 1) was developed by two students from Chalmers 
University in Gothenburg back in 2007. The company is no longer satisfied with website design 
because they have some issues solidly related to the website quality such as critical functions in the 
website does not work, inability of publishing and editing contents on the website, difficult 
administrate tools and the company also find the graphic design to be old and consumed. Moreover 
the website has performance issues and incompatible with modern browsers, these technical 
problems is the effect of using Adobe flash in website development.  All the problems Scandinavian 
Travel website has decrease specifically the website’s usability, maintainability, functionality, 
portability, efficiency and all together the overall quality. 
 
I came to an agreement with the main stakeholder of Scandinavian Travel to solve their problems 
and redesigning their current web presence according to a basic requirement specification they 
created. Moreover the stakeholder counted on my judgment to implement other appropriate and 
sensible changes beyond the requirement specification to raise the level of their website quality. 
 

1.2 Problem discussion  

  
The problem had two dimensions. The first dimension is a broad perspective related specifically to 
the overall website quality and how to determine the importance of quality characteristics in order 
to improve website quality, the second dimension is of technical sort of which also had a direct 
effect on the quality.  
 
B2B market has fewer costumers compared to the consumer market (B2C), regardless the 
significant difference in the business approach, the website has common objective which is to 
influence the costumers/ buyers positivity toward the products and services the website prompting 
for. However certain elements of the B2B have significant impact such as communications 
elements, information structure, navigation and search tools within the site. The authors add that 
optimizing B2B website need a deep understanding to the business and iterative analysis to find the 
requirement which serve the website needs  (Virtsonis & Harridge‐March 2008). 
 
Website quality is an important factor to gain the costumers trust and to reach costumer satisfaction 
(Kim  & Tadisina 2005; Homsud, & Chaveesuk, 2014). Neglecting the gaps in website quality 
characteristics may lead to serious consequences, according to a study made by Akamai 
Technologies (2009) the efficiency of website play a major role in gaining costumers loyalty, the 
study included 1,048 online shoppers, the result show that 40 % of the website visitors will abandon 
the website if it takes more than four seconds to load a page and this will naturally lead to the loss 
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of customers. Younghwa and Kenneth (2006) found that costumers prefer websites with high 
performance. Bad information architecture can lead to a loss of potential costumers and reduce the 
value of the brand (Fisher & Arnold, 2003). It is important to have a sensible information 
architecture in a website, many potential costumers could be lost because they do not find the right 
product or service (Morville & Rosenfeld, 2006; Jianchi & Xiaohong, 2009).  
 
The assessment and realization of website quality characteristics is a demanding challenge for the 
web designers because of its multidimensional nature because of the variation in websites purposes 
and user groups in relation with quality characteristics. It is not possible to restrict what high quality 
of web presence is in one scope, each case is unique and need a broad understanding to the situation 
before taking any change to improve quality (Aladwani, 2002). 
 
It is important to understand that quality models can not be standardized, rather they are meant to 
give guidelines for improving a over all quality and depends on the state of use, Olsina (2006) 
explain that ISO quality standards suggest that the quality of website can be determined by the 
existence or absence of the six quality characteristics and its sub- characteristics. ISO quality 
standards also suggest that these characteristics should be given a consideration to guarantee an 
overall website quality. However the model is not a absolute concept and depends on the situation 
of use and the different group of users, the importance of quality characteristics depends on the 
purpose of the use and standing point of the user. The author adds that websites has a interactive 
nature which make the website vastly user-centered (end user), therefore usability, functionality, 
reliability and efficiency should be the most important characteristics of website quality. While 
Stuart (2003) emphasizes the non standardizing of quality models through an attempt to redesign a 
website to improve overall quality, he found that impact of quality characteristics depends on the 
user groups, some changes on the website presence can be considered as improvement for a certain 
group of users but it does not necessarily mean a significant improvement for any of the other 
groups.  
 
However, despite the complexity around identifying and assessing website quality characteristics, 
they have generic benefits according to Aladwani (2002) whom suggests to the firms to take 
advantage of the quality measurement by evaluate weaknesses in any of the quality characteristics. 
Therefore they can take action for amelioration and improvement of the websites overall quality, in 
addition during the website development, quality characteristics can be an advantageous tool to 
provide guidelines for web designers in a proactive manner. Furthermore, Olsina (2006) says the 
quality characteristics can provide a control mechanism to ensure quality from intermediate to the 
final product; moreover companies could use the quality characteristics to make comparison with 
other competitors’ websites to be present with ongoing developments. 
 
The second dimension of the problem is highly technical but it affects the overall website quality; 
this dimension is related to Adobe Flash based websites. In the past few years the downfall of 
Adobe Flash websites has been observed, the reasons are many, Kyrnin (2014) explain some of 
them. Adobe flash has a slow performance and require from the browsers to download the whole 
page content before the page appears. It is also difficult for many search engines to recognize the 
Adobe Flash based websites. Search engines cannot use phrases in images which Adobe flash pages 
is based on. In the same context Shalaby (2010) add that Adobe flash lack of proper content 
management system  (CMS), which is very problematic for the back-end users whom carry the 
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responsibilities to update and manage the websites content. Furthermore there are other significant 
disadvantages of using Adobe Flash, the dependency on pre-installed Plug-ins, many of the modern 
platforms that are widely used today like IPad and IPhone which use OSI operation system disallow 
Adobe’s Plug-in. Adobe recently announced that they will stop supporting flash for Android 
devices as well. Former Apple Inc. CEO, Steve jobs (2010) explained in an open letter why officials 
in Apple Inc. abandoned entirely the idea of supporting Adobe flash in OSI devices such as 
consuming battery life, security issues, lack of support to touch-based devices and performance 
issues. These issues make Adobe flash websites not capable to adapt responsive design, which is a 
key component of the web development in the present. According to a survey made by Google 
(2012) which surveyed 1,088 users, 48% of the users think that companies does not care about the 
business if they do not optimize their website for mobile phones, 74% of the users said if the 
website was optimized for mobile phones they would likely return to it in the future. This study 
indicates that a company’s reputation could be effected negatively and this could lead to an 
enormous costumer loss if they do not have a mobile friendly designed website. 

1.3 Research aims / Goals  
 
The main purpose of this thesis is to fill the quality gaps for an existing website, by redesign the 
website with help of ISO 9126 quality general guidelines. Thereafter implementing a new website.  

1.4 Research question  
 

• How ISO quality guidelines can be utilized to fill quality gaps during a website’s redesign 
process?  
 

1.5 Delimitations  
• Although the thesis look to the benefits of ISO quality guidelines in redesign process in 

general, this study is restricted to the character of AB Scandinavian Travel website, which is 
categorized as travel website and use Business to business approach (B2B).  

 
• Scandinavian Travel DMC website problem provide baseline and point of view for this 

study which reflect gaps in certain of the quality characteristics need to be realized.   
This study will only focus on realizing a selection of some ISO 9126 quality sub 
characteristics in relation with represent AB Scandinavian Travel DMC quality gaps; these 
quality sub characteristics are related to the following ISO 9126 quality characteristic: 
usability, maintainability, functionality, portability and efficiency. 
 

• This thesis is based on ISO 9126 quality standard, which recently has been replaced by ISO 
25010-quality standard. Due to the expensive accessibility for the new ISO quality standard, 
choice made to use ISO 9126 quality standard which the author had direct access to. 
Summery of the alteration between the two-quality standard is shown in the theory section 
of this report.  
 

• Designing the visual elements of the website will not be included in this study, the 
stakeholder had a vision of the design elements, this vision was enhanced later by the writer.    
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2. Theoretical background  
 
The term “quality” is an incredibly broad term, especially in information systems context because 
of its´ multidimensional nature. The theoretical background gives plenty of attention to the quality 
requirement, substantially to ISO 9126 standards, which is the focus of the research questions in 
this thesis. Conjointly, this theoretical background give a review to the technical tools that has been 
used in this project, in addition this section also review the research approach and the methodology 
used to preform the empirical part to reach the research aims of the thesis. 

2.1 Quality requirement  
 
The term quality can generally be defined as the ability to fulfill direct and implied needs. There are 
several reasons to why the definitions of needs are intricate and difficult, since it depend on the 
need at a specific time; the users are not always acquainted with their needs at the moment. The 
users needs may change after a period from the start of a project, in addition dissimilarity in 
worldview of countless user groups make it difficult to restrict it down to certain needs. All these 
difficulties give ISO 9126 great value for a system developer  (ISO/IEC 9126-1:2001, 2000). 

2.1.1 ISO 9126 Quality requirement   
 
ISO 9126 quality standards suggest different quality characteristics from different perspectives. 
These quality characteristics describe and cover the external quality requirements and the internal 
quality requirements of a software product to enhance the overall quality of the software and 
software quality in use. Internal quality requirements of software are quality characteristics that 
don’t influence by software's execution, while external quality requirements of software are quality 
characteristics of those that depend on the software´s execution, whilst the quality in use is the users 
viewpoint of the software quality during certain circumstances. 

 
Quality characteristics can be used to assess the comprehensive quality of existing software but the 
core usage of quality characteristics is to provide a framework and guidelines that defines the 
functional and nonfunctional user requirements to enhance designing goals during the software 
development, this framework and guidelines can be used at different levels: 

• Identify requirements. 
• Ascertain the wholeness of the requirement definition. 
•  Determine design goals for the designers. 
• Enhance design verification. 
• Determine acceptance criteria for software. 
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Figure 1. The 6 major characteristics and the sub characteristics in ISO 9126  
 
Every core quality characteristic are divided to several sub-characteristics, ISO 9126 standards will 
clarify the six characteristics and its sub-characteristics: 
 
Portability: set of attributes that ensure ability of software to transform from one environment to 
another. Portability sub-characteristics: 

• Adaptability: ability of the software to adapt different environment without the need apply 
any changes or actions on the software. 

• Installability: ability of software to be installed into particular environments. 
• Co-existence: ability of software to exist with one or more other software in same 

environment while sharing the same resources. 
• Replaceability: capability of software to take the place of other similar software in the 

same environment (upgrading the software to newer version). 
• Portability compliance: software ability to follow regulation and standards regarding 

portability. 
Efficiency: set of attributes that ensure ability of software to perform well in the relation of using 
other resources, under certain circumstances. Efficiency sub-characteristics: 

• Time behavior: software ability to response in suitable time until the tasks performed. 
• Resource utilization: software ability to use opposite amount of resource when the 

software performs certain functions and tasks.  
• Efficiency compliance: software ability to follow regulation and standards regarding 

efficiency. 
Usability: set of attributes that ensure the ability of software to be attractive, eye-catching, 
learnable and easy to understand for the user under certain circumstances. Usability sub-
characteristics: 

• Understandability: the ability of the software to make the user understand the software 
suitability, software requirements and how the software performs under certain 
tasks (documentation). 

• Learnability: the ability of the software to help the user to learn about the software. 
• Operability: the ability of the software to allow the user to control it. 
• Attractiveness: the ability of the software to be attractive and eye-catching to the users. 
• Usability compliance: software ability to follow regulation and standards regarding 

usability. 
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Reliability: set of attributes that ensure ability of software to maintain its performance when it is 
put on use under certain circumstances. Reliability sub-characteristics: 

• Maturity: ability of software to pass up failure.   
• Fault tolerance: ability of software to continue performing during a software fault.  
• Recoverability: ability of software to recover data and information in case of software 

failure. 
• Reliability compliance: software ability to follow regulation and standards regarding 

reliability. 
Functionality: functionality can be described as a set of sub-characteristics that gives ability to 
software to provide functions to accomplish its needs. Functionality sub-characteristics: 

• Suitability: software ability to give the user functions that is needed to perform certain tasks 
and user goals. 

• Accuracy: software ability to guarantee the precision effect or outcome for certain tasks. 
• Interoperability: software ability to cooperate and interact with other systems. 
• Security: software ability to manage authorizing and protect information.  
• Functionality Compliance: software ability to follow regulation and standards regarding 

functionality. 
Maintainability: set of sub-characteristics that ensure ability of software to be modified, capable to 
be improved, corrected and capable to perform in different environments. Maintainability sub-
characteristics: 

• Analyzability: software ability to be analyzed and diagnosed in case of failure.  
• Changeability: software ability to be modified by the end user. 
• Stability: software ability to reject changes that might result in failure of the software. 
• Testability: software ability to validate modification on software.  
• Maintainability compliance: software ability to follow regulation and standards regarding 

maintainability (ISO/IEC 9126-1:2001, 2000). 

2.1.2 ISO 25012:11 Quality requirement standards   
ISO 9126-quality standards was renewed recently with ISO 25012:11 standards, a combination was 
made between some quality characteristics and sub characteristics, in addition 2 new characteristics 
was added to ISO 25012, security and compatibility (Bogazici University of Engineering, 2015). 
Reitsma (2011) describe the news with ISO 25012 standards to be more accurate and has boarder 
perspective than ISO 9126 standards, the author also describe two major quality characteristics in 
the ISO 25012. 
Security: Set of sub-characteristics that ensure the ability of software to be able to protect its 
information and data, against unauthorized users and systems. Furthermore to make sure that 
authorized access cannot be denied. 
Compatibility: Set of sub-characteristics that determine the scale of which two or more systems 
can exchange data or execute their tasks while sharing the same environment of hardware or 
software. 

2.1.3 specific quality requirement for websites  
 
ISO 9126 software quality standards describe the internal quality and external quality generally for 
all the types of software. This part look to how researchers and authors have used these standards in 
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relation to quality requirement for the websites development, to give guidelines for web developers 
and web designers during the website production and assessment of intermediate websites. 

• Website usability  
 
A websites usability is effected by the navigation structure and information architecture on the 
website. Xiang (2011) discuss the website usability in the relation with the navigation structure, 
when visitors for a website experiences difficulties in using a websites functions or acquiring 
information, this will lead to reduce of the usability of the website. It is important to have a sensible 
information architecture in a website, many potential customers could be lost if they could not find 
the right product or service that they wanted. Good information architecture reduce the time of 
finding information for the user and it also reduces the costs of constructing the website to begin 
with (Morville & Rosenfeld, 2006).  

• Website maintainability  
Giving the ability for maintenance, to be able to modify and update content of the website for 
administrators should be put in consideration while constructing a website. Adams (2006) says that 
the web is a dynamic environment, the visitors of particular website, expect information to be 
updated continuously, due to lack of skills within some companies their websites does not receive 
update once they created. Because of the rapid change in the Internet market and its requirements 
the information on the website should be updated regularly (Ellis-Chadwick & Johnston, 2009). 

• Website functionality   
Websites that represent businesses need to have a good information architecture that looks 
professional and should be fully functional. It is important for companies to ensure that customers 
are provided with high quality functions when they visit a business website (Chia, 2012).   
Customers expect to find communication information, also they wish to have a quick response by 
using the communication channels offered by the business website. If not it may affect the 
reputation of this company(Chia, 2012).   

• Website efficiency 
Web designers must make huge efforts to reduce the duration of time for the users to access to the 
contents of the website, according to survey conducted by Akamai Technologies (2009). They 
examined the impact of website performance on the visitors satisfaction, the study included 1,058 
online customers. 33% of the customers showed dissatisfaction to the website which 
underperformed and took time to load, more than 33% of the customers said they would not visit 
the website again if they discover performance issues such as: a website crash, a website was slow 
to load or error in messages, while 42% responded that fast loaded websites enhance their loyalty to 
the website and that they would likely comeback in the future to the website. 
 

• Website portability  
Portability has become an important factor in web design recently, portability has a great impact of 
website quality because of the increasing number of devices that adapt web browsing, as well as an 
increasing number of users of these devices. One of these new devices that are currently heavy used 
are mobile phones. Users do not only expect the website to be accessible from their mobile devices 
but they also expect the website to have mobile-friendly design (responsive design). According to a 
study made by Google (2012), which included 1088 smartphones users in the USA, out of these, 
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75% of the users preferred the website to adapt in a clear design for the mobile. 61% of the users 
responded that they would leave the website if they did not find the information that they were 
looking for right away in the mobile while 48% responded that bad mobile designed websites made 
them think that the company did not take the business seriously (Google, 2012).  

 2.1.4 Website quality assessment  
 
Quality characteristics could be used in website quality assessments. Aladwani (2002) took 
advantage of quality characteristics to evaluate the website as a whole, he developed instruments for 
measuring websites quality, the instrument included 25-items and focuses on websites quality 
characteristics from the users´ perspective. The researcher found that the instrument provided 
validity; the author says that this instrument can provide early feedback for the designers to improve 
some quality dimensions if needed.  

2.2 Search Engine Optimizing (SEO) 
 
Due to the rapid technological changes today people increase their adoption to modern Internet 
search engines compared to the traditional methods to search for information. Daily there is 
millions of search operations that occurs in the search engines around the world. In 2009 every 
second around 4500-search operations was made. Due to this change, the awareness of the 
importance of a websites rank to the website owners has increased, especially for commercial 
websites. When the website rank is low it will lead to less opportunities to acquire new customers. 
Search engines optimize (SEO) are a set of processes that aim to improve websites visibility and 
rank in the search engines. Despite the fact that SEO is a very intricate process there are many 
factors that influence SEO of every website. Web developers and publishers can use different 
procedures to help to create a friendly-SEO website and make search engines spiders recognize the 
content of the website easier, some of the most important procedures which effect SEO of an 
website are the following: 

• Improve content visibility: search engines recognize only text in HTML text form, other 
data types like images and flash files are invisible for search engines. 

• Readable link structure: search engines use the link structure of web page, thus it is not 
good for website SEO to hide link structure. 

• XML sitemap protocol: creating and configuring XML sitemap protocol, assists search 
engines to find the URLs developers want to index in the website. 

• Information architecture: sorting and grouping pages into relevant groups can help search 
engines to identify the content, flat site architecture is also recommended in SEO. 

• Navigation: Text based navigation make the search engines work much easier. 
• URLs: URL address is an important aspect for search engines; therefore URL address must 

be descriptive. 
• Keywords: using keywords within website content, increase relevancy of the website, 

which help search engines to match up the researcher with the website. Keywords can be 
added to different places in the page using HTML title tag, Meta description tags which 
describe the content, HTML Heading tags. 

• Images: search engines does not recognize images directly in the website, adding alt HTML 
tag or giving image files relevant names can give a helping hand the search engines to 
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identify images easier, using CSS image replacement can also help to replace text and 
display it to the visitors as image (Enge, et al., 2012). 

 
Google webmaster tools: these services are provided by Google to check for any broken links 
within the page, recognize crawling spider issues. Moreover the Google webmaster tools provide 
direct guidelines to improve SEO of the tested pages (Webmasters – Google, n.d.). 
 

2.3 Web development tools  
To accomplish the empirical part of this thesis aims, the design and implementing a website. Some 
web design tools were acquired; this part describes these tools shortly.  

2.3.1 Web content Management System (WCMS) applications 
 
Web content Management System (WCMS) give a great capability to construct and structure 
websites; Souer et al. (2007) define web CMS as tools designed to create, maintenance, resource 
reusability, organize and publish information on the web in the most effective way. WCMS is an 
application that consist a database to store the website content and different template to control the 
website layout, appearance, shape, navigation and features. There are different types of WCMS 
applications that will suit different sorts of websites (Coombs, 2011). 
 
What mostly distinguishes WCMS is the efficiency and simplicity of maintaining the website. 
WCMS reduce the need of web developers to maintain and update the website (Antano, 2009). 
Because of its dynamic structure there are several advantages of adopting WCMS including; ease of 
deployment, consistency, multiple access level, usability, better navigation, reduce the development 
time, ability to extend, content management, reduces servicing costs, multi-language publishing, 
responsive design and RSS feeds (Harrison, 2009., Souer, 2012). 
 
Using WCMS has a few noteworthy disadvantages compared to traditional web development 
methods and hardcoding. One of the biggest flaws in using WCMS for developers is the restriction 
to the functionality that WCMS offers. This is fine for small size projects but when the project 
requirements increase it collide with the limitation of WCMS. WCMS vary in its extendibility 
abilities. The other downgrade of WCMS is the direct linking with template language, it is true that 
WCMS offers some customizable and ready to use templates but in order to create special template 
each WCMS impose on the developers to understand its´ unique template language, structure and 
syntax (Antano, 2009). 
 
According to W3Techs (2015) WCMS is used by 39% of the 10 million most popular websites in 
the world. List of the most popular web content management system according to W3Techs (2015): 
 

• WordPress 
• Textpattern 
• Joomla! 
• Drupal 
• ExpressionEngine 
• MediaWiki 
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• Magnolia CMS 
• Liferay 
• TWiki 
• Foswiki 

 

 2.3.2 HTML, CSS and JavaScript   
Although it has been mentioned WCMS are easy to configure, use and require less time to develop.  
To be able to develop advanced functions such as unique graphical interface, can require some 
technical knowledge and skills of HTML, PHP, CSS and databases. 
 
HTML: is a markup language of the World Wide Web. HTML describes a web pages connect via 
markup tags, which help the web browser to determine how the document will be displayed for the 
user. HTML has evolved since 1998 and the current version used today is HTML5, which was 
released in 2014 (W3C, 2015). 
 
CSS: Cascading Style Sheets was created and developed by W3C; it is a design language that 
enables the web designer to control the presentation part and layout of web documents. CSS guide 
the browser with instruction to how to display the HTML’s elements style such as color background 
font size, font style, position and space. CSS has several advantages; CSS save time for the 
developer as they can use the same defined HTML elements and apply it in multiple places, CSS 
reduce the amount of codes which makes the pages faster to load and CSS offers more attributes for 
styling than HTML attributes  (Tutorialspoint, 2015). 
 
Javacript: is an object oriented programing language that can change HTML elements and change 
CSS styles. Furthermore Java Script can also validate data to make web content dynamic (W3C, 
2015). Java Script distinguish itself from the other traditional programing object oriented languages 
such Java and C++ which use class inherit while Java Script objects inherit properties directly from 
each other. Javascript is compiled by the client browser and most of the modern browsers supports 
JavaScript (Javascripter, 2013). 
 

2.3.3 Joomla! Web content Management System 
 
As it has been mentioned earlier there are a lot of options when it comes to the WCMS selection 
and one of the most revalent options is Joomla! WCMS. According to W3Techs (2015) Joomla 
comes in on the second place behind WordPress. Joomla! CMS is used by 2.9% of the most top 10 
million websites in the world and 7.4% by all the WCMS websites. Joomla! is also used in different 
kind of websites from Ecommerce to personal blogs, example of popular websites that uses Joomla 
are: eBay website, United Nations regional information center website, Harvard university website 
and Linux website. This popularity does not come out of the blue rather it is the result of powerful 
features provided by Joomla.  Suhreed (2009) says that Joomla! Websites are easy to organize, 
customize and maintain. Joomla! has influential security options, Joomla! offers more than nine 
thousand extension, highly customized templates, addable components, modules and plugins which 
help the users to extend the website functionality.  
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Joomla consist of a framework and extensions. The framework is a necessary for Joomla! to run and  
build a website. While the extensions are of different components, that is optionally and can be 
added by the user to extend the capabilities of the essential framework. There is 8 different kind of 
extensions components; languages, libraries, modules, packages, plugins, functions and 
templates.  Joomla! framework use different technologies, some of these technologies are part of 
Joomla! files and some need to exist in the web host environment so that Joomla! can be able 
towork properly. 

• Database is the file system of Joomla! framework, at first Joomla! was only depending on 
MySQL but the modern version support other databases like Microsoft SQL and T4 
PostgreSQL. 

• Programming languages in Joomla! framework core files are written in PHP. Collection of 
software libraries and packages is a requirement for server to have PHP 5.3.1 or higher. 
Joomla! framework contain other files written in HTML ,XML, JASON and CSS. 

• Web server is vital to process the requested information and return the results, like Apache 
and Nginx (Shreves, 2013; Joomla!, 2015). 

 
Figure 2 show in a simplified way how Joomla! framework works when web pages are requested by 
a web browser. The web browser request HTML page to webserver which contain Joomla! website 
files, the index.php  part of Joomla! which responsibility is to find the requested page in the website 
database and send the request back to the webserver to return with the results in form of HTML 
page to the requested web browser.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Joomla! workflow framework processing webpages request 
 
Joomla! templates are a set of files that work as a frame to contain and control a websites 
presentation. Joomla! templates influence a particular part of what the users see and feel in the page. 
The rest of the appearance and functionality are extensions that were created by the backend-user as 
elements modules and components. These extensions are called by Joomla! template during the 
runtime (when the page is requested) to influence the overall output of the website, the extensions 
color and text is controlled by the templates CSS files. 
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2.4 Method  
This part is dedicated to review the thesis research approach, as well as the design method, which 
used to design the website.  

2.4.1 Design science research approach (DSR)    
 
Since the essential purpose of this study is to fill the quality gaps for an existing website, by 
redesigning the existing website and implementing a new one therefore design research approach 
was suitable for this project. Design research is the process of constructing or inventing new 
purposeful computer-based artifact to solve organizational problems or to make an improvement 
(Juhani & Venable, 2009). Design science research distinguish itself from the traditional routine 
design because it solve the problem in a effective way (not existing in the knowledge base), design 
science research is iterative and an incremental process.  Evolution activity in DSR processes gives 
direct feedback for the design phase, the iteration loop continue until the artifact become complete 
and resolve the problem that it was intended to solve and fulfill all the requirements  (Hevner, et al., 
2004). According to Bilandzic and Venable (2011) there are wide variations of DSR developed by 
the information system community in the recent years; in general the DSR has some core activities, 
showing in figure 4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Design science research approach key activities  
 

2.4.2 Goal-directed design (GDD)    
 
Goodwin (2009) describes Goal-directed design (GDD) as an approach to develop products and 
services. A company named Cooper that is based in the United States develops the designs. GDD 
set focus on the customers and users goals to produce and ensure precision of the design, 
furthermore to produce a high quality output and manage time project. GDD methods do not need 
to be fully implemented in the project in order to get the benefits from it. GDD consist out of four 
components principles, patterns, process and practices. Time and budget are important factors that 
scale the effort in GDD process up and down. GDD methodology require a team of designers with 
different skills, the size of the project and the skills required to implement the project determines 
the number of participants in the project. 
GDD process consists of 7 related stages, which complement each other and affects the final result 
of the project, Figure 3 show a GDD process.  
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Figure 4. Goal directed design process  
 
 
 
GDD provide variety of techniques and practices to manage conduct and support every step of the 
way in the process. Furthermore, goal directed design process stages described briefly: 

1. Project plan: Goodwin explains the significance of having a project plan at the start point 
of any project. A project plan helps to determine the time needed to ensure the project 
activity success, it also give the stockholders an overview about the project activities and the 
time needed to accomplish these activities. Goodwin also says that it is difficult to determine 
time for the later stages in the project because it depends substantially on the success of the 
initial stages.  
2. Research: provide help to understand and learn about the problem. This step is critical 
and helps to make significant design choices later; to include an understanding for the 
business goals and needs through different interviews with the main stakeholders and 
analyzing documentation.  
3. Modeling: The goal of this stage is to make sense of the gathered information from the 
research stage. Many activities are included in this stage such as analyzing data and using 
models to represent data and creating persona bases on the analyzed data.   
4. Requirements definition: after creating personas, the designers should use the related 
parameters for goals to determine the persona’s needs. Then produce a list of possible 
requirements. The generated requirements should be used to communicate with stakeholders 
to give them opportunity to discuss the possibility to continue with the requirements.  
5. Framework definition: designers start to create initial visual framework based on the 
requirement analysis.    
6. Detailed design: the last stage of design involves deep design activities to produce the 
final visual form of the product. 
7. Implementation support: after the design is complete and there are consensus of the 
design by the stakeholders, the production of software or product start, the designers should 
be available with responses to the engineering team questions if there are any. 
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3.Method implementation  
 
It has been mentioned in advance that this thesis will uses design science research approach (2.4.1). 
The initial phases of DSR formed of problem identification and design, since goal-directed design 
method (2.4.2) cover each of these phases in great details by giving supportive guidelines to the 
designer to accomplish the goal of these phases in the best possible way. The choice was made to 
use help of GDD to preform problem identification and design activities. Although GDD method 
stops at constructing detailed visual design and does not take in account the implementation of 
artifact, the easiness of Joomla! WCMS (2.3.2) implementation and ability to backup Joomla! based 
websites; the detailed design stage in GDD will be merged as well with the implementation phase. 
 
Research, Modeling and Requirements definition stages in GDD are critical stages and generate 
requirement. During these stages the designer will attempt to utilize ISO 9126 Quality requirement 
standards (see 2.1.1) and specific quality requirement for websites (2.1.3), to support generating 
quality requirement that aim to improve quality gaps of AB Scandinavian Travel DMC website, see 
background (1.1).  
 
For artifact evaluation phase the stakeholder’s satisfaction will be used as an internal loopback 
between the artifact implantation phase and design phase.  

 
   

3.1 Design process  

Design team  
GDD suggest for the designers whom consider implementing the method in design project, to create 
a design team of three to five designers and assign different roles in the project such as visual 
interface designer, interaction designer and project leader according to their abilities. GDD also 
suggest cooperation with other specialists that will participate in the developing product or services 
in the future such as, It-engineers and systems analysts. While the method does not exclude 
understaffed teams or lone designer, GDD advise lone designer to enhance their design skills and 
knowledge through design courses and design literature (Goodwin, 2009). 
 
Since this project is an individual effort of the author to obtain a bachelor degree in system science, 
the author has carried out the design stages lonesome without a team. The only individual that has 
been involved through out the designing process and implementation has been the project main 
stakeholder of AB Scandinavian Travel DMC website. 
 

 3.1.1 Project Planning  
 
GDD state that a project starts when a stakeholder identifies the major problems. A designer should 
identify project parameters such as time, costs, risks and the stakeholders understanding to the 
problem (Goodwin, 2009). As a start in this project, an initial project plan was created (see 
Appendix 2). This initial project plan was formed according to basic problem specifications by the 
stakeholder, which determine the major problems on the company’s website, there was also a 
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discussion with the stakeholder about their point of view to the problem, possible technical 
solutions and business objects of having website, even some project parameters was determined.  
 
The project plan determines milestones of the project; assigned with a predicted timetable to 
establish activities, since the author used GDD method the milestones of the project will follow the 
GDD stages. It must be mentioned again that Implementation is not a part of GDD method but has 
been added for two reasons; first it is because the aim of this project is to implement a new website 
and the second reason is the simplicity of Joomla! Implementation, this would give an adherence 
between the detailed design stage in GDD and the implementation part to iterate the design 
proposal. After the design acceptance the new website can be implemented directly in from of 
Joomla! backup file.    
 
Stakeholder of Scandinavian Travel received a copy of the project plan to help them understand the 
different design stages and the expected time to preform each stage. Moreover the project plan gave 
information to stakeholder about; when and how they will be involved in the different project stages 
and finally the project plan provided stakeholder with estimated delivery time. Appendix 2 show the 
full project plans state, 2 weeks after the projects kickoff.   
 

Risk analysis  
 
Each project carries a number of risks that threatens the success of the project. Risk analysis 
includes identifying potential risks and by accessing both probability and risk impact to be able to 
determine actions to prevent these risks. Risk impact and risk probability are calculated and 
estimated by a scale from one to five, while risk rank can be calculated by multiplying risk impact 
and probability (Projektmallar, 2015). The author identified all the risks that he was to expect to get 
through this project, based on the author’s subjective selection and personal expectation and nature 
of the project. Those risks were ranked based on their probability and possible effects. Moreover the 
author had to determine reasonable actions to prevent these risks in case if those risks were to occur.  
The highest ranked risk in this project was the possible limitation of stakeholder time for 
interviews; this expectation came after the kickoff meeting with stakeholder due to the stakeholder 
packed work schedule. The predictable risk probability was 4/5 and the predictable risk effect 4/5, 
which give 16/25 of total risk rank, this risk gave great importance to clarify the project plan in the 
early stage of the project, as well as modification of interview meeting with stakeholder; these 
actions could minimize the risk of failure. Appendix 3 shows the complete Risk analysis table. 
 

3.1.2 Research 
 
Research is an important to be able to find fact activity in GDD method. Research give a deeper 
understanding of the problem such as business objects, user behavior and needs and goals research 
give the designer motivation to make critical design decisions in a later stage of the design process. 
Research is an extremely important activity but at the same time it could be very resource and time 
consuming. GDD method suggests that the stakeholders are the best source for understanding the 
specific users without a direct research. Therefore in this project the research stage highly depended 
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on the main stakeholder, also the main stakeholder represent the user group (maintainer of the 
website). 
 
Information captured from research stage was highly qualitative due to the research techniques used 
in this stage:  

- Stakeholder interview: in depth interview including open ended questions with main 
stakeholder. The interview focused particularly on the business objectives and the business 
needs for the website. The interview also included questions about the stakeholders 
viewpoints on the website users behavior, users goals and users needs. Furthermore the 
designer had a discussion and reviewed to the stakeholder expectations of the design and 
technical solutions.  Appendix 4 show; the highlights of Stakeholder interview.  

- Email and phone communication with stakeholder: communication with the stakeholder 
occurred in successive stages to enhance and increase understanding of the problem and 
understanding the user groups. 

- Potential user interview: Scandinavian Travel use business-to-business approach, which 
mean that the company do not deal with the final consumer directly but through other 
companies around the world that specializes in travel management. The author had the 
opportunity to have an interview with one representative of a travel company that will be 
launched in Dubai next year that will specialize in trip management to Sweden and Norway. 
The Interview included questions about their needs and goals when using another travel 
service website (see appendix 4 for interview questions). 

- Analysis of website list: a list of websites was provided by stakeholder with competitors 
companies that hade the same business objectives, this established a deeper understanding of 
the market demographics and helped to understand the potential users. 

- Current website documentation: the rapport included details of design on Scandinavian 
travels current website that was made by two students from Chalmers University in 
Gothenburg in 2007.  

- Literature and media: the core task of this design process was to rise the current website´s 
quality, therefore the writer reviewed literature that was related to website quality 
characteristics at this stage, see ISO 9126 Quality requirement standers (2.1.1) and specific 
quality requirement for websites (2.1.3). Data was captured in form of digital written 
documents (word files). 

3.1.3 Modelling  
 
The main goal of this step was to make sense of everything that was collected in the research stage 
in goal directed design (GDD). Due to the large accreditation to the stakeholder initial requirement 
and viewpoint to their users, the designer avoided core activities in this stage, which is creating 
personas that represent user groups.  
The designer analyzed the data by reducing unnecessary information of the raw data that was 
captured in the research stage, grouping and categorize information and prioritizing the information 
was based on 9126 Quality requirement standards (see 2.1.1) that played an important role in the 
analyze process, as it helped in recognize the quality aspect in the analyzed data in relation with 
predefined quality gaps in Scandinavian Travel website. For instance “ search contend of website”, 
this function was captured in the research through reviewing web design literature, in that phase the 
designer decided to keep this function in the candidate requirement because it is one of 9126 
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Quality requirement characteristics. The author has given one example because it is hard to explain 
the motivation behind the selection of every candidate requirement, but part of the result of this 
stage can be improved in the next supplemental stage: Quality Requirements definition. 
 
 

3.1.4 Quality Requirements definition  
 
Generating and development requirement is a very challengeable and iterative process, as 
previously mentioned in (2.1.1) the clients does not always know what they really want and the 
requirements usually change under the projects duration. At the kick-off meeting the author 
received some initial lists of requirements and some of these requirements changed after a couple of 
times from the beginning of the project. Research and modeling process in GDD method as well as 
reviewing quality characteristics for the website was the main source of developing the requirement 
list, see ISO 9126 Quality requirement standards (2.1.1) and specific quality requirement for 
websites (2.1.3). The designer developed requirement iteratively by using brainstorming techniques 
and later was finally improved and then approved by another stakeholder involvement through an 
open discussion. Some parts of the graphical requirement is not included in this requirement list 
because they came in later stages of the project such as layout, colors, size and positioning.  (see 4.1 
for quality requirements definition results) 

3.1.5 Framework definition: 
 
By using the generated requirement, the first stage started of the design activity, general framework 
for the website generated using wireframe technique. Creating the framework make the coming 
design process easier, since the core components of the website are mapped and formed together in 
visual interface and became the blueprint for the designer.  Positioning is very important when 
creating a framework, the usability aspect was considered by using guidelines in (2.1.3) in the 
relation to ISO standards. The stakeholder was also involved to give opinions and review the 
framework definition. (see 4.2 for framework definition results) 

3.1.6 Detailed design  
 
The main purpose of this step was to develop a detailed design for the website before 
implementation of the website. The detailed design process has a iterative nature, all the visual 
details of the website should be defined in terms of colors, fonts, positioning size and all other 
visual related parameters which form the feel and the look of the website.  Due to the ace of use in 
implementation and modifying Joomla! Based website see (2.3.2), this stage was conjugated with 
implementation process, so that main stakeholder can have the feel and look of the website design 
in their browser and effectively co-operate and give their feedback on the website.     

3.2 Implementation    
There are many content management system used in web development presently (see 2.3.1), in this 
project Joomla! was the chosen for website development. This selection is not based on specific 
analyze or reviewing the different CMS existing today, rather the selection was based on the 
author´s prior practical knowledge of Joomla! CMS, as well as the benefits of Joomla! CMS that 
was mentioned in the literature. The other advantage of completing a detailed design process in 
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Joomla! environment is the possibility to backup the website when it is completed to be 
implemented elsewhere.  Joomla! was installed by ftp client in web host for pages owned by the 
designer, to from and make the visual part of the website, subsequently when this phase was 
completed the website would be backed up and implemented on new website host server which is 
owned by the stakeholder.   
 
Joomla! provides a variety of pre-installed templates. The choice of template for this project was set 
on a free template called “helix framework” which is a well-known template in the Joomla! 
community for its high ability to be customized, modified and stability. Due to some restricts of the 
parts in “helix framework” templates of Joomla! some requirements on the website needed to be 
implemented outside the CMS scope such as an interactive Scandinavian map and a contact form 
(see 3.1.4) was used and implemented outside Joomla! scope using HTML, JavaScript and CSS (see 
2.3.3). These component would later be added to the website using the HTML tag IFrame, for this 
part Adobe Dreamweaver and Adobe Muse was used to develop the code outside the Joomla! 
scope.  

3.3 Evaluation    
 
The evaluation was not restricted to the final website implementation but it has but rather been a 
ongoing process carried along during the whole project. Designer and stakeholder worked closely in 
meetings and other communication channels for design internal evaluation. The requirement even 
changed during some iteration and this in its turn changed the design several times. In addition 
some design attribute to some elements such as color, size and fonts was defined during the 
evaluation. During late stages of the implementation, there has been constant contact to ensure 
stakeholder satisfaction, in the end of the implementation the stakeholder was entirely satisfied with 
the new website 
 

3.4 Search Engine Optimizing (SEO) for http://www.scantravel.se  
The search engine optimizing (SEO) is very vital technique in the Internet technology today. The 
quality of website design is relevant because otherwise the website cannot by reached easily 
through search engines. After finishing the implementation process for the new website, the 
designer used the guidelines in (see 2.2) as well as the guidelines in the literature and media to 
make accessibility to the new website by search engines much easier. Google is the most widely 
used search engine around the world, therefore Google webmaster tools (see 2.2) was used in this 
project to improve SEO, the tools analyze the website and recognize crawling spider issues, 
thereafter the designer dealt with these issues sequentially. Example of SEO activities preformed 
after page implementation: using keywords represent business objective within website content, 
creating text based navigation, using “H1” HTML tag to referee to important keywords in the page 
content, using descriptive URL, adding and configuring XML sitemap protocol for the important 
links within the website, using Joomla! Site Meta Keywords and description.  
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4.Results 
This chapter reviews the results method implementation in the pervious chapter and focus on the 
outcome of the quality requirements definition stage, framework definition stage and finally the 
result of redesigning AB Scandinavian Travel DMC website.  

4.1 interviews and requirements definition  
The data and information from interviews during (see 3.1.2 and appendix 4) was collected during 
various times as each research stage emerged. The information was highly qualitative, data reduced 
and enhanced during the modeling phase to produce the requirements. The table below shows the 
requirements definition; the defined requirement assigned to (H, M and L). H means high priority 
requirement, M means medium priority requirement, while L means low priority requirement. It is 
worth mentioning that when designer placed as source for the requirement, means that ISO quality 
characteristics standards used as source to identify this requirement. Whenever stakeholder and user 
was placed in source requirement; means it is direct requirement for this project.  Column (Data, 
functional & elements requirements) define attribute related to the defined requirement, while the 
last column indicate to any restriction related to the requirement. 
 
Rank Source Requirement Data, functional & elements 

requirements 
Limitation 

M Stakeholder & designer -News page -Ability to update news in the 
back-end 

-Update news in the home page 

-Sort news by date 

L Designer -Search function -Ability to search content of 
website 

 

H Stakeholder & Designer -The page will be found 
easily in the search engines 

- Search Engine Optimizing 
(SEO), see (2.2) 

 
 

 

H Stakeholder -Interactive Scandinavia 
map 

- Clickable map (hotspots) 
-Show Scandinavian city and 

country information 

-Main page only 

L Stakeholder 
 

-Multilingual pages English language 
Italian language 

Spanish language 
German language 
Chinese language 
Russian language 
Arabic language 

-Only specific 
pages 

- Alternative is 
page translator 

 

L Stakeholder -Receiving notifications to 
a conference thru the 

Internet 

-Form for conference visits 
-Receive the forms in the back 

end and email 
 

 

H Stakeholder -Logotype link back to 
homepage 

-Design new graphic logotype 
- Logotype link to the -

homepage 

-Textual logotype 
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H Designer -Identical design Header 
and footer (static)  

-Colors  
-Header and footer are exist in 

all the pages  

Elements are 
different naturally  

H Designer / User 
interview 

-Slideshow in the main 
page 

 

- The ability to upload and 
update slide images (back end) 

 

- Little text as 
possible 

H Designer -Drop down main menu 
-Lower current menu items 

 9 Main menu items 

H Designer / user interview -Offcanvas menu -Replace main menu in devices 
with small and medium screen 

-Only on mobile 
-Remove drop 
down menu on 

mobile 

L Designer -Link page to Facebook -Facebook buttons -Webpage footer 

L Designer / User 
interview 

-Link page to Twitter - Twitter buttons -Webpage footer 

H Stakeholder /Designer Compatible with as many 
browser as possible 

 

Chrome 
Safari 

Firefox 
Internet explorer 

Opera 

 

L Stakeholder -Newsletters -Ability to subscribe 
/unsubscribe and receive 

newsletters by mail 

 

H Designer - Mobile adapted site 
(responsive design) 

-Optimized design for mobiles 
 

 

M Stakeholder  -Minimize length 
homepage contents  

-User can find all the content of 
page without the need to scroll 

down  

- Small scroll down 
allowed  

M Designer -Structured layout  -Typography 
-Colors  

 

M Designer -Photo gallery  - Photo gallery represent 
specific offers  

-Specific pages 
-Max 15  

images selected by 
Stakeholder 

L Designer -Film about tourism 
destination in Scandinavian 

countries  

-Banner linked popup video 
player  

-Free copyrights  
video from 
YouTube or 

dailymotion service  

H Designer / User 
interview 

-Fast page loading time  -Less than 4 
seconds in using 

pingdom tool 
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H Stakeholder - Contact form with 
company name, contact 

person, email, phone and 
text fields 

-Receive request forms in the 
email 

-Mandatory info: 
Name /Email / 

Number of person 
/Date 

H Designer - Able to share pages in the 
website on social media 

- Share options on page -Only twitter and 
Facebook 

L Stakeholder -Visitor counter -Capture visit details (visitor 
location/IP address/date/time) 

-Only back end 

M Designer -Learn the user about the 
back end 

-User manual /documentation 
 

 

 

4.2 Framework definition    
Figure 5. show two final selected wireframes for the Homepage and News page, most of the “visual 
design” elements in the defined requirement (see 4.1 ) are included in these wireframes, for 
example:  the main menu elements, dropdown down menu, logo, the language bar, latest news, 
search bar, interactive map and image slider. See Appendix (4 & 5) for bigger images.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Wireframe for homepage and news page (see Appendix 4 & 5)  
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4.3 Implementation result   
 
The review to the website design is important to the analyze part of this thesis. Therefore this part 
of the thesis is dedicated to the review and some important parts that is the results of the visual part 
of the website implementation, which reflect the quality requirement list (see 4.1).  
 

• Home page  
Page header, page footer and the main navigation system (main menu) is static in all the website 
pages. Language selection is simply Google translator API, while the search function is a built in 
function in Joomla! framework. In the center it appears a slide show of different pictures of 
Scandinavian countries. It was important for the project outsourcer to minimize the page length, so 
that the users can see all the contents of the Home page without the need for scrolling down.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Home page screenshot (see Appendix 5)  
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• News page 
This page is very important for the company. The new page is intended to publish the latest news 
and offers by the company and at the top there is a News slider, which shows the latest news 
published at the page. While under News slide all the news appears in ordered to the publishing 
date. Back-end user through Joomla! CMS control panel should publish the news. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. News page screenshot (see Appendix 6) 
 
 
 
 
 

• Content Page: 
Except for the Home page and News page, all the other pages on the website has the same structure 
and layout. At the top there are clickable thumbnail images that can be updated by the back-end 
user as needed, by clicking on these thumbnail images, the user open a new slide show (see Figure 
14. ) where they can browser the image in an image gallery with the original size. The other content 
of the page can also be updated by back-end user throw Joomla! CMS control panel.  
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Figure 8. Content page containing image gallery screenshot (see Appendix 7)  
 

• Interactive map 
This part was developed outside Joomla! framework and was later implemented in the page by 
using HTML tag iframe . This map contains information about the most important cities in 
Scandinavia. When the user click on one of the Scandinavian countries, a post card that represent 
this specific country appears, which show the country map that contain the most important cites in 
that country with a little information. This map already existed before in the old website and was 
designed by Adobe flash, the designer recreated this interactive map by using HTML, javascript and 
CSS. 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9. Interactive map screenshot 
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• Request form 
This part was developed outside Joomla! framework, then it was later implemented in the page by 
using HTML tag iframe. The request form is the only direct communication with the company 
through the website so it was important to have banners in every page in the website to redirect to 
this request form. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10. Part of the request form 

• User documentation  
The project outsourcer was supplied with documentation full of print screens and texts that describes 
how to maintain the new website and how the tasks work in the website function. The author also had a 
few meetings with the outsourcer to teach her how everything works so that she in the future can do it 
herself. 
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5.Anlysis  
The quality defined by ISO/IEC (9126-1:2001, 2000), as the ability to fulfill direct and implied 
needs. All the defined quality requirements in the quality requirement list (see 3.1.4) were fulfilled 
according to their description. These requirement reflect direct and implied needs, because some of 
these requirement were predefined before the project kick-off while most of the requirement was 
generated by the help of ISO standards (see 2.1) and specific quality requirement for websites 
(2.1.3) under the project duration. The analysis attempt to determine whether the quality gaps were 
improved with help of ISO standards guidelines or not and estimate the degree of improvement if 
there is any.   
This analysis will carry comparison towards the quality ISO standards (see 2.1), between quality 
sub-characteristics gaps in of the old website with the equivalent sub-characteristics of the new 
implemented website, specifically the sub-characteristics of: website maintainability, website 
functionality, website usability, website efficiency and website portability.  
There has been no specific analysis tool used for this part, the core part of the comparison will be 
based on a subjective evaluation by the author, based on the result of the new website 
implementation and the stakeholder satisfaction toward specific quality sub-characteristics. In 
addition some well-known open source tools will give a secondhand for analysis purposes to the 
measurable sub-characteristics, these tools are:   

• Website compatibility testing from (PowerMapper, n.d.) which check all the web browser 
that the webpage is compatible with.  

• Page loading speed test from (pingdom, n.d.)  that check the average time in which the 
webpage take to load.  

• Mobile-friendly test: (Mobile-Friendly Test, n.d.)  to check if the webpage design suits 
mobile phones. 

• Website efficiency 
Time behavior is one of efficiency's quality sub-characteristics in ISO quality standards, the old 
website had major quality gap related to long loading time, by using (pingdom, n.d.) the old website 
had 7.3 seconds as average loading time, after the new implementation loading speed has decreased, 
according the same tool the average loading time for the page was 1.86 seconds.  
While no changes was made for the other sub-characteristics of efficiency: resource utilization 
and efficiency compliance. 
 

• Website functionality sub-characteristics   
Suitability sub-characteristic of functionality was improved, set of new appropriate functions and 
services was added to the new website to help users completing their tasks in the website, for both 
visitors and backend users. For visitors search function was added which enable visitors to search 
within the website content, language switcher to help users read the website content in other 
languages than English which is the main language of the website, social media search options, 
subscription function for the page news and image gallery. While the back-end users with help of 
CMS implementation have new editing functions, back-end users can now easily update and edit 
the page content.  
 
Interoperability is one of quality sub-characteristic of functionality in ISO quality standards. 
Interoperability was one of the critical problems in the old website, due to the incompatibility of 
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Adobe Flash based websites to many modern web browsers. Interoperability of the old website was 
tested before applying any new implementation by using open source tools (PowerMapper, n.d.). 
The result was poor due to Adobe flash, specially in web browser of IOS devices which is the 
standard operation system for iPhone, iPod and iPod as well as android devices has critical issues, 
while the website had performance and layout issues with almost all the web browser. Figure 8. 
Show the result in more details. 
 

 Figure 11. Interoperability of the website before applying changes (PowerMapper, n.d.). 
 
After implementing the new website all these major interoperability problems in the website was fixed; 
only issue that existed was related to old versions of Internet explorer 7. Figure 9. Show the significant 
change in Interoperability. 

 
Figure 12. Interoperability of the new website after applying changes (PowerMapper, n.d.).   
 
 
Accuracy sub-characteristic of functionality was improved. One of the most core functions of the 
old website was (the request form), which provide communication channel between costumers and 
the company, this function did not work correctly, costumers were not able to send request form to 
the company. After the implementation of the new website, new faultless request form was created.  
The news page in the old website didn’t work accurately, the visitors were unable to read and 
browse the news page. The content publisher was unable to publish news and implementations and  
the new implementation of website eliminate the news page problems.   
While no changes was made for the other two sub-characteristics of functionality: security  
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and functionality compliance  
 

• Website portability sub-characteristics 
 
The only improving in portability sub-characteristics, was related to the adaptability sub-
characteristic, since the new website is customized, which was one of the high priority requirement 
(see 3.1.4) to adapt mobile website. For the test purposes (Mobile-Friendly Test, n.d.)  were used to 
determine whether the website design is customized to be mobile friendly or not, the new website 
passed this test. 

 
 
Figure 13. Mobile friendly Test  
 
While no changes was made for the other sub-characteristics of portability: installability, co-
existence, replaceability, and portability compliance.      
       

• Website usability sub-characteristics 
One of the usability quality sub-characteristics is understandability, by creating user documentation 
(see 4.3) for the back-end user, to learn about the certain tasks so the understandability was 
improved compared to the old website which was lacking to any sort of documentation. In addition 
using the well-known Joomla! CMS in the new website implementation increase the 
understandability through rich documentation and video tutorials. 
 
Learnability because Joomal! provide many descriptive  label structures which give the user the 
ability to the learn about the CMS, while the old website lack to any kind of CMS.  
 
Operability was improved as well with help of Joomal! After the new website implementation, 
back-end user now has full control of the website which over come the limitation of the old website.  
  
One of the usability quality sub-characteristics is attractiveness; the main stakeholder is completely 
satisfied with new visual design and considers that it has been a major upgrade over the old website 
(see 4).          
While no changes was made for the other sub-characteristics usability: usability compliance  
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• Website maintainability sub-characteristic 
Analyzability, changeability and stability sub-characteristic of maintainability were all improved 
because of the implementation of Joomla! CMS  (see advantage of Joomla WCMS 2.3). Backend 
user can now easily modify content of the website which is a major improvement to the website 
changeability compared to the old website. Joomla! provides great functions which can detect any 
case of failure which is an enhancement to page analyzability. While stable Joomla! framework 
which receive regular updates considers to be an improvement to the website stability.  
While no changes was made for the other sub-characteristics maintainability: testability and 
maintainability compliance  
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6. Conclusions  
Fulfilling all the predefined requirement which was identified by the project outsourcer and the 
other requirement which was result of the designer requirement analysis and utilizing of ISO 9126 
software quality standards, as well as the project outsourcer satisfaction, made the project 
successfully achieved its purpose to fill the quality gaps of AB Scandinavian Travel DMC website.  
 
The research question to this thesis was “How ISO quality guidelines can be utilized to fill quality 
gaps during a website’s redesign process?” 
In this project ISO quality guidelines and the related guidelines in the web design literature was 
utilized effectively used to generate the requirement of the project. After implementing these 
generated requirements the website’s usability, maintainability, functionality, portability and 
efficiency sub-characteristics has been improved (see analysis 5).  
 
ISO quality guidelines gave a checklist to ensure that some quality aspects were covered beyond the 
predefined requirements. If the focus were only on the main issues the AB Scandinavian Travel 
DMC website, many requirements in (3.1.4 quality requirements definition) wouldn’t have been 
implemented at all in the new website; such as functionality requirements and portability 
requirements. This conclusion fully acclimate to what has been previously mentioned in the 
theoretical part of this thesis (2.1.1) introduced by ISO/IEC (9126-1:2001, 2000) which discuses the 
benefits of using ISO standards. It was mentioned that quality characteristics help to identify 
requirements and ascertain the wholeness of the requirement definition.  
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7.Discussion 
 
This thesis was intended to fill the quality gaps of AB Scandinavian Travel DMC website. This was 
done with a redesign of the website with help of ISO 9126 quality guidelines then later 
implementing a new website for the company. The company’s website had issues which decreased 
the website’s usability, maintainability, functionality, portability, efficiency and overall lower 
quality due to the current state. Improving these issues was the basic requirement specification. The 
project outsourcer was not sure of what they wanted as an end result to how the re-design of the 
website should be, this made the requirement analysis the most important activity during the 
project.  
The theory part was dedicated to the many topics, there was a focus on ISO 9126 software quality 
guidelines in the relation with the website design and quality assessment for the intermediate 
websites. There was also a simple analysis and understanding to the nature of web content 
management system (WCMS) and Joomla! content, management system was specifically described 
and analyzed. I believe that the theory part could have been developed more if it was including a 
comparative study or analysis, which include different content management system to be able to 
motivate the choice of use of Joomla! rather than any other content management system.  
 
Goal-directed design (GDD) played an important role in project management, defining the 
requirement and the design stage. Some stages of GDD that was related to requirement definition 
were not implemented properly in to the project, this lead to make requirement definition a harder 
task then it could have been. GDD give to much space for the user involvement in the design 
process. The design is iterative in nature but when requirements are not well defined it will lead too 
much unnecessary iteration and this is was actually happened during this project. In general I think 
GDD is very useful method for small design projects like the project in this thesis.   
At the kick off meeting with project outsourcer, we came to an agreement to use web content 
management System (WCMS) for the implementation of the new website. Simplicity of the use of 
WCMS especially when the main stakeholder has limited technical knowledge gave WCMS 
advantage to use it in this project. As they usually say with every advantage comes a disadvantage, 
development in Joomla! Environment was a very easy task for the designers but there are a lot of 
limitations, for instance one of the most important requirements in the project was the “interactive 
map” (see Figure 9) there were no extensions in Joomla! That offers a feature like this; therefore 
complications occur when attempting to use external source code in a ready to use Joomla! 
template. There are other limitations related to customization such as layout and organization of 
website content. These limitations brings us back to the previously mentioned subject, comparison 
between the different WCMS was needed in the beginning of the project to determine the 
advantages and disadvantages of each WCMS.  
 
 
ISO 9126 software quality guidelines provided great usability in generating requirements and 
selecting design important parameters, I believe the result wouldn’t be the same without utilizing 
these standers; there are other methods to generate requirements but the ISO 9126 software quality 
standers facilities this process so much.  I also think that it was downgrade for this thesis to not get 
help of the newer quality standers ISO 25012:11  
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8.Suggestions for further work  
 
This work focused on the use of ISO 9126 quality standers l in the redesign process to improve 
website quality, in the future I recommend to take advantage of the new version of the quality 
model which is ISO 25012:11, this could add more validity to the results.  
 
The quality has a multidimensional nature; the analysis of the quality improvement was very 
challengeable part in this thesis. I think the part of conclusion and the evaluation of whether this 
thesis achieved its purpose or not could have been better if the result was analyzed by using some 
kind of survey to compare between the old and the new website, ideally the respondents could be 
the users of the website or senior web developers. This could add more credibility to the conclusion. 
There are some good validated tools/surveys to evaluate quality and could be used for this purpose 
one of them could be found in Aladwani (2002).  
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Appendix 1  
 
AB Scandinavian Travel Agent DMC website before changes  
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Appendix 2 
Project plan state after 2 weeks of the project kickoff. 
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Appendix 3 
 

Potential Risk Risk 
Probability 

Risk 
effect 

Risk 
rank 

Action to prevent risks 

Expectation over 
designer 

technical ability 

2/5 4/5 8/25 -Identify any shortage in technical ability 
early 

-Improve any shortage in technical ability 
throw educational technical resources 

 

Lack of time or 
resources 

2/5 2/5 4/25 Clarify to stakeholder all the possible 
solutions in the giving time and resources 

Lack of 
interviewee 

4/5 2/5 8/25 -Establishment of understanding of 
potential user throw stakeholder experience 

of the users behavior 

Limited time of 
stakeholder for 

interviews 

4/5 4/5 16/2
5 

-Provide stakeholders with project plan and 
highlight the activities in the project that 

need their cooperation 
-Modify interview times if requested by the 

stakeholders 

Disagreement 
with stakeholder 

about design 
proposal 

2/5 5/5 10/2
5 

Work Continuously in early stage to 
identify all the requirement, Involve 

stakeholder in detailed design process 

 

Appendix 4 
 
Interview highlights   
 

A. Stakeholder interview  
 

• What kind of service do you provide on your website today? Do you wish to add any new 
services? 

• Can you describe your website? 
• Describe your major users, where are they from?  
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• What does your users do on the website any special features?  
• Do you wish to have any business transactions on the website?  
• How often do you want to update the website?  
• Do you think a media or image gallery could attract your visitors/more visitors? 
• Can you name the keywords that help the users to find your website?   
• What kind of communication with visitors do you wish to provide on the website? 
• Where do you want to receive communication information?    
• What kind of menu do you wish to have on the website?  
• Will you keep the same content of the current website?   
• What web host service are you using today? 
• What is the information that you want to collect about your visitors?  
• Did you consider using the power of social media by connecting accounts? 
• Do you have any special request for the colors, style and fonts on the website?   
• Did you consider using social media accounts for marketing?  
• Do you wish to connect social media accounts to the website?  
• Do you know what CMS is?  
• Do you want to design your new website using CMS?  
• Do you wish to have a responsive design for your website?  

 
B. Potential user interview  
• What kind of information do you usually look for when you visit another travel website? 
• Do you use any search function, if so which one do you use?   
• How often do you expect the website information to be updated?   
• Do you use mobile devices to accomplish business activity?  
• Do you use information from another website to give information and media to your 

costumers?   
• Do you think it is important to have a user friendly website?  
• What kind of service do you expect to find on a travel agency website?  
• Does finding information about the website in your language make it easier or is it same as a 

website based on English?    
• What kind of contact information would you like to find in travel agency website? 
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Appendix 5 
Wireframe News 
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Appendix 6 
Wireframe Home  
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Appendix 7 
Home page screenshot 
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Appendix 8 
News page screenshot  
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Appendix 9 
Content page screenshot  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


